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"AGPS Demands Turkey to Investigate the Violations Against 

Palestinian Refugees at Syrian Borders" 

 
 

 

 The Palestinian activist ,Udai Kadoura, have been tortured to death. 

 Sniping in the outskirts of Yarmouk camp resulted in injuries, and releasing 

two prisoners from ISIS’ prisons. 

 Appeals to treat a child girl injured in recent clashes in Yarmouk camp. 

 At the eve of Woman Day, 444 Palestinian women killed in the Syrian war. 

 Relatives of the Palestinian women detainees express their displeasure to 

ignore the issue. 

 Missing Palestinian refugee in Germany. 

 FIDDER distributes food aid to displaced Palestinian families in Ankara.  
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AGPS 

AGPS has sent a letter to the Turkish authority in Ankara and the Turkish 

embassy in London condemning the frequent attacks that Palestinian 

refugees were subjected at the Syrian-Turkish borders. The violations 

against Palestinian refugees fleeing Syria committed by Turkish borders 

guards in more than one incident. Targeting the refugees by gunshots 

causing many deaths, and severe beating to the point of shattering ribs 

and teeth causing serious wounds; then get them back to Syria which are 

considered a violation of the international law and Universal declaration 

of Human Rights, AGPS said. 

AGPS demanded the Turkish government to investigate the violations and 

allow Palestinian refugees from Syria to enter the country without visa 

requirements similar to their counterparts of Syrian refugees. In addition, 

AGPS enclosed a detailed report about the situation of Palestinians from 

Syria, and their circumstances in the Diaspora countries. In its turn, 

AGPS called the human rights organizations to put more pressure on 

countries and address governments where Palestinians are subjected to 

violations.   
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VICTIMS 

Udai Kadoura, Palestinian refugee from 

Yarmouk camp, has been tortured to death. 

Knowing that Kadoura was an activist 

volunteer in the Charity Association for the 

Relief of Palestinian People which is affiliated 

to Al-Jihad Al-Isalmi movement. It is worth 

mentioning that the toll of Palestinians 

torturing death reached 436.  

 

RECENT UPDATES 

AGPS announced new statistics of Palestinian women who have been 

killed during the Syrian war. The announcement coincides with 

International Woman Day in 8 March. In the details, AGPS revealed that 

214 women killed due to bombings and 62 under the siege and shortage 

in the medical care in Yarmouk camp, whereas 62 women had been 

targeted by snipers and 21 shot dead. Explosions resulted in 37 victims 

and 26 drowned in the sea as they tried to cross to the European side, 

while 5 women were executed in the field and 34 tortured to death. the 

last 19 women died owing to different reasons like burning, suicide, 

suffocation or firing by Israelis forces when Palestinian refugees 

protested at the border with Golan in 5/6/2011. 

In the meantime, relatives of the women detainees in the Syrian regime's 

prisons expressed their anger against the regime and the international 

institutions, PLO and Palestinian factions because of the ignorance of the 
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issue. These feelings were expressed in the letter received by AGPS from 

the families who demanded the human rights organisations to intervene 

in order to release all women from the infamous Syrian prisons; and 

raising the issue in every domestic and international occasions. 

According to testimonies by released women, the Syrian security carries 

out various range of torture types on women detainees, from 

electrocution to rape by officers and soldiers. AGPS statistics indicates 

that Syrian forces have arrested 1061 Palestinian women, 75 are in 

enforced disappearance and no information about their fate. AGPS 

asserts that the real number is more than the documented one, but there 

are no official figures neither from Palestinian authority nor Syrian 

government. 

In a different context, local sources in Yarmouk camp said that civilians 

were subjected to sniper shots over the past two days in Al-Uroba street, 

Al-Basil swimming pool and the 30th street. The accident came in the 

wake of the clashes between Al-Nusra fighters and other opposition 

groups in Yalda. The source added that an elderly man from Yarmouk 

camp and other two children girls were injured by snipers.  
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In the meantime, activists and the General Medical Commission in south 

Damascus called for getting the people in the critical condition out of the 

area to have a proper therapy. They appealed for the 4-year-old girl, 

Malak Abu Omar, to be allowed to reach the hospital in the capital after 

she had been seriously wounded by snipers. 

On the other hand, ISIS has released Basil Ayoub, the head of Al-Aqsa 

Institution, and Abu Abdelelah, the head of the Charity of Yarmouk Camp 

Charity for Relief and Development.  

AGPS received information of missing of 

Palestinian refugee, Fadi Essat, who 

lives in Hanover in Germany. The 

Palestinian refugee who fled Khan 

Esheih camp in Syria to Europe was 

missed two weeks ago. Essat's family 

appealed all entities and Human Rights 

organisations in Germany to exert 

efforts to search for him.  

Turning to Turkey, FIDDER institution distributed food packages to 

Palestinian refugees in Ankara. The distribution is part of the campaign 

titled "Relief Them" and the aim of the campaign is assisting the 

Palestinian families in Turkey, according to officials from FIDDER. It is 

worth noting that FIDDER had carried out several relief projects for 

Palestinians from Syria; and it exerted efforts in order to settle the legal 

status of Palestinians in Turkey. 
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Palestinians of Syria in numbers and statistics Until 8 march 2016  

 15,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan,  

 6,000 refugees in Egypt, according to the UNRWA's statistics till July 

2015.  

 More than 71,200 Palestinian Syrian refugees have arrived 

Europe until the end of December 2015.  

 The Yarmouk Camp: still under siege imposed by the Syrian Regime's 

Army and PFLP-GC (Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine – 

General Command), continued for 997 days respectively. In addition, 

power cuts continued for more than 1050 days, water cut 

for 547 days. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

186 victims.   

 Al Sbeina Camp: Syrian Regime's Army still preventing the residents 

from returning back to their houses for 853 days respectively.  

 Handarat Camp: All of its residents have left the camp for 1045 days 

after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it.  

 Dara’a Camp: Running water cut continues for 707 days, and 70% of 

its buildings were destroyed.  

 Jarmana, AL-SaiedaZainab, Al-Raml, Al-Aedein Homs and Al-

AedeinHama: A relatively quiet situation in light of the 

economic crises.  

 Khan Al-Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia-Khan EShieh road.  


